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“ My School and I” shows the artworks of 45 Heung 
Chung students to commemorate the 45th Anniversary of 
the New Territories Heung Yee Kuk Yuen Long District 
Secondary School. It is a reflection on students' feelings 
towards the school. In their artworks, students expressed 
their thoughts through the colours they used, the themes 
they chose and the pictures they painted. They also put 
their feelings in words to allow us to have an intimate 
understanding of their school life.

    Picasso once said, “It took me four years to paint like 
Raphael, but a lifetime to paint like a child.” I am deeply 
impressed by the artworks displayed in “My School and I”, 
which are full of passion and fantasy. More importantly, 
they reveal the charisma of our children. I echo their joy of 
having a wonderful learning experience in Heung Chung.

I would like to express my heartfelt gratitude to our 
visual arts teachers and students for their contributions in 
the publication of “My School and I”. I hope that you will 
appreciate the outstanding achievements of our students 
and celebrate with us the 45th Anniversary of our school.

LEE Chi-sam
       Principal
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Sitting in the garden, looking at the splendid sky, enjoying 
the beauty of nature… this is the only place where I can forget 
the troubles of homework and examinations in school. The 
scene is as nice as a dream so I painted the sky with colourful 
clouds. Painting the ground and the buildings with messy and 
thick strokes gives people an energetic feeling.

Gu Pik Man   3E   2011-2012 
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The title of my painting is “Now and Future”. The backyard 
of Heung Chung has always been one of my favourite places in 
school. In the painting, there are three little birds which 
represent me in different periods of my life. 

At present, I am like the bird on the ground, enjoying the 
comfortable environment in school as a student. 

When I graduate, I would like to express my gratitude to 
Heung Chung. In the future, I will be like the bird on the tree, 
flying up in the sky.

Though I will graduate, I will never forget Heung Chung. I 
will be like the bird on the tree and fly back to school one day in 
the future.

Yeung Ming Chu   5A   2011-2012
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Cheung Yee Jing   3E   2011-2012

My sweetest and happiest moments in school occur when I 
have fish balls in the tuck shop. The tuck shop in the painting 
represents my school whereas the bag of savory curry fish 
balls represents me. This painting is a snapshot of my joyful 
and warm school life and best represents the connection 
between the school and I.
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Chu Kwok Ming   3E   2011-2012

The title of this painting is “My School and I”. I stand on the 
third floor, where my classroom is, to observe my school 
campus. You may not see me in the painting as I have 
immersed myself into the school. I used blue as the main 
colour since it definitely represents Heung Chung. I also used 
some other sharp colours to indicate my happiness in my 
school life. I enjoy my school life very much. I love Heung 
Chung.
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Cheung Sum Yau   3D   2011-2012

In my mind, Heung Chung is a school full of fun and colour, 
especially during recess. Therefore, I used a variety of colours 
in different parts of the school. 

During recess, some students are playing basketball while 
some are playing volleyball. I enjoy watching them play when I 
am chatting with my dear friends. The fireworks in the painting 
represent everyone's smiles and laughter. I will forever love my 
lovely school.
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Many people may think that our school life is dull. It is true 
that Heung Chung students suffer from great pressure and are 
overwhelmed by endless tests, projects and homework. 
However, I really enjoy the time in Heung Chung. I love joining 
a variety of activities and playing with my schoolmates. I have 
learnt and gained a lot after having all these experiences in 
school. School is a place for me to make my dreams come true. 
The little girl shown in the picture is me. I will work hard no 
matter what and create colours in a dull school life.

Ho Tsoi Lam   3E   2011-2012
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Fung Chin Lam   3A   2011-2012

I think that the exterior of our school is unique and special, 
so I used it as the theme of my painting. 
I divided the painting into different squares and started to think 
what should be drawn inside each square. 
School is a place full of happiness and hope. Therefore, I used 
bright colours and a variety of patterns to express the fruitful 
life in school. However, sometimes, I may feel stressed, 
helpless and confused in school. The school gives me pride, 
satisfaction and relaxation.
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    The painting depicts the corridor outside the Music 
Room. On the left, there is a basketball court which is like a 
connection between the school and the society. The colour 
on the exterior of the Music Room is blue which makes me 
feel peaceful and calm even when I am stressed. In school, 
I am transformed from a caterpillar to a butterfly. School 
has molded me into a mature person and prepared me for 
facing future challenges which are represented by the fire 
in the painting.

Cheung Wing Lam   3E   2011-2012
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Lau Yuk Tsing   4A   2011-2012

    Since S.1, I have experienced a lot of happiness and 
challenges in my school life. I believe I can overcome all 
obstacles if I do not give up. A wonderful future is    waiting for 
me.
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The painting shows a corner of the Visual Arts Room in my 
school. There are four egg-like installations which represent 
my mixed feelings towards school. Sometimes, I am happy and 
excited. Sometimes, I feel sad and down. The colourful 
background symbolizes the wonderful memories I have gained 
in the Visual Arts Room in the past three years.

Lui Hoi Lok   3C   2011-2012
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The painting shows the corridor outside my classroom. The 
corridor is always dark as there is insufficient light. The original 
colours, blue and white, are very boring. I think the corridor will 
be more beautiful and lively if it is painted in different colours. I 
drew a hopscotch court on the floor so that I can have more fun 
when I am waiting outside the classroom.

Chan Kwai Yan   3E   2011-2012
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The backyard of Heung Chung is a relaxing and 
peaceful place. The beautiful plants and green trees are 
refreshing. I used to have lunch and practise dancing 
there. The colourful footprints represent support from my 
teachers and the effort I put in my school life. With the 
encouragement and care from teachers, I can fly up high 
in the sky and make my dreams come true.

Chow Tsz Suet   5A   2011-2012
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My favourite place in school is the backyard. It is because 
that is the place nearest to the nature. Despite of the 
fascinating view, we can hear the birds’ singing. Many birds 
gather there, making me to associate to the happy and lively 
school life in Heung chung.

Tang Sui Yin   4A   2011-12
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Chan Sze Ki   3D   2011-2012

I think the most meaningful place in school is the school 
hall. I sing, dance, and do different performances on the stage. 
When we grow up, we have to face a lot of difficulties and even 
temptations. So we have to learn how to overcome them in 
school. The stage is the place for us to learn. I am one of the 
birds flying in the sky on the stage, enjoying the peaceful 
moments and overcoming all the obstacles in different stages 
of my life. 
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Choi Hoi Lam   3C   2011-2012

I spend most of my time in this classroom in school. We 
always study in classrooms so I drew a classroom to represent 
my school. The flower represents my school's plants. I love 
those plants as they make the air fresher and the environment 
better. Bright colours are used in the picture to show that my 
school life is full of happiness and joy.
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Kung Ki Yan   3E   2011-2012

Having lessons for the whole morning is exhausting. When 
it is about lunch time, it seems that the clock and the outside 
are so holy that I will stare at them until the bell rings. 

In my work, I want to depict a feeling where the boring 
atmosphere spreads like a virus and students are immersed in 
a sea of suffocation. The clock and the door are shimmering 
and attracting me to rush out for lunch. This is a description of 
my most delicate and strong feelings towards my school.
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Ng Sin Yu   3D   2011-2012

The stairs are not only stairs in reality, but also stairs in my 
world. Everyone is running as fast as they can. They struggle 
for better results, more rewards and many other things. They 
are as bright as fire in my world. However, I am tired of non-
stop chasing games. I turn blue, the colour of sadness, and 
cannot run anymore. I stay in a place of black and white. Also, 
the black lines behind me are not straight and some of them are 
thick while some of them are thin. It is because tears blur my 
eyes. I am tired of all the right and wrong, straights and bends.
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Lam Hiu Wa   3E   2011-2012

The path surrounded by trees shows the relaxing 
environment, which is as relaxing as the atmosphere in school. 
The cotton represents freedom. However, there are rocks on 
the road, which means that our school life is not smooth and I 
have to overcome the obstacles. But, I strongly believe that the 
school can lead me to a bright future which is like the bright 
place at the end of the path in the painting. 
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Wong Wing Chi   3C   2011-2012

I drew a rainforest in my painting. The trees represent the 
students whereas the clouds represent the teachers. As there 
is precipitation every day, the trees can grow quickly. We are 
like the trees. We study in school and acquire different 
knowledge from teachers, so we can grow up as quickly as the 
trees.
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Wong Wing Yan   3E   2011-2012

Being a tree, I now only have branches-without any flowers 
or fruits. I am doing all I might to escape but the result is “No”. 
Besides, school provides a safe place for me. This is the 
corridor of our school, which leads me to an unknown future. 
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Ng Wai Wa   3C   2011-2012

This is the backyard in my school. There are many plants 
and trees. They are so beautiful and I love them very much. 
The lovely flowers and green plants create a joyful and relaxing 
environment. I think it is the most beautiful place in school.
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Yung Yan Yan   3D   2011-2012

I choose a classroom as the theme of my painting because 
I spend most of my time at school in the classroom. 
 In the top right corner, there is a bulletin board with many 
certificates and notices stuck on it. I think all my classmates 
are smart and hardworking, so they can get numerous prizes.  

Do you know why I have written Day 3 on the blackboard? It 
is because I have Visual Arts lessons on Day 3 and I really 
enjoy VA lessons. The volleyball represents my love for playing 
volleyball. 

The heart-shaped pattern on the wall symbolizes the 
intimate relationships among classmates in 3D which is full of 
love and peace.
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Kwok Oi Yan   3E   2011-2012

The three years I have spent in Heung Chung have been 
absolutely colourful and splendid. My school is like a deep 
ocean. There are a lot of beautiful creatures and unlimited 
unknowns under the sea. I can gain a lot of knowledge from the 
ocean, like what I do in school. Due to the similarities between 
my school and the ocean, I chose to use the ocean to represent 
my lovely school. Most importantly, I have an immense passion 
for the ocean. I have used a wide range of colours to create a 
comforting and bright atmosphere so as to express my passion 
and love for my school.
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   Ng Tsz Wai Brien   4B   2011-2012

To me, the most memorable part of school is the hall. Many 
important events are held in the school hall, including 
screening tests, examinations and a variety of activities 
organised by the Students Association. However, that is not 
the most memorable part. The most unforgettable memories 
are the excitement and anxiety I have when I am waiting 
outside the hall.
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Chow Miu Lee   6A   2011-2012

I use the image of a hand holding the clock to express the 
wish that I want to stay in the Art Room of my school. The Art 
Room is a wonderful place which gives me plenty of good 
memories.

The red background signifies a kind of ‘revolution’. For me, 
art is very important. It makes my life different. With art, I can 
see more and feel more the world around me. 
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Lai Chui ting   2D   2011-2012

The school, the school badge and our principal Mr. 
Lee are the emblems of Heung Chung. Therefore, I 
include them in my drawing. The two butterflies in the 
painting symbolize me and my dream in the future. My 
school makes my dreams come true and helps me 
explore my full potential.
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But Wing Ki   3B   2011-2012

In my mind, the school is like a monster that we have mixed 
feelings for. She gives us a lot of training to strengthen our 
wings. We all know that it is good for us. When we become 
stronger and are well-prepared, our school releases us and 
lets us fly to our future.
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Ip Yin Hei   3E   2011-2012

My school is like an umbrella sheltering me from the 
disturbances. I am like the little bird on the table, staying 
calmly under the embrace of the umbrella.
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The title of this paining is 'My School and I'. As we learn 
and stay in the classroom most of the time, I drew some tables, 
books and chairs in the painting. I always spend time with my 
friends in the classroom, so it is a special and memorable 
place for me. 

In the middle of the painting, there is a screen with the 
image of the night sky. The school is like the sky. It provides me 
with a shelter. It lets us enjoy the wonderful and colourful 
school life, like the yellow colour of the moon. We can all be as 
bright as the stars in the sky. 

Chung Wing Sze   3D   2011-2012
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Ng Ching Wah   3C   2011-2012

I am glad to study in Heung Chung as it provides a good 
learning environment for me. I drew my school uniform as it is 
the symbol of the school. The Y-shirt of the cheering team 
shows my love for my house-Yuen House. The flower 
represents the intimate relationship between my friends and 
I.
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Tang Ho Long   3C   2011-2012

The painting shows something about myself. The badge on 
the school uniform shows the duties and responsibilities I have 
for the school. The lips show that I am not simple but 'WILD'.
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Cheung Yan Ling   3A   2011-2012

My school is energetic and joyful. I would like to express 
this feeling through different images and colours. First, I chose 
a zoo for the theme as my school is like a zoo which brings 
happiness to kids. Secondly, I used bright colours to express 
the energetic and joyful school life. Thirdly, I changed the 
original patterns and traditional colours to something more 
p layfu l . The specia l co lours represent the s tudents ' 
uniqueness and talents.
    I think the school is not only a place for us to learn, but also a 
place for us to fulfill our dreams. Besides, I would like to 
express the class structure in school which is like a type of 
jungle justice where only the strong survive.  
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Fung Yuk Ting   3A   2011-2012

My school is my source of happiness. I feel content when I 
go to school. But, I feel miserable when I leave. I love Heung 
Chung as it makes my life colourful. The bubbles are my sweet 
memories whereas the girl is me.
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Cho Ching Ching   3A   2011-2012

At school, we may face challenges and sadness. The 
brown and black wood fragments represent darkness 
whereas the colourful paths represent the happy and 
splendid school life. The red represents my dedication to 
success. The brown and green soil will turn to grassland 
which is my hope for my future. The yellowish light at the 
bottom is my dream. I need to walk along the path carefully, 
avoid the darkness and put effort in making my dreams 
come true.
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Chung Kwan Yu   4A   2011-2012

S.4 school life is busy and full of challenges. The piles of 
homework and endless streams of examinations and activities 
make me nervous. Therefore, I did a self-portrait based on ‘The 
Scream’, the master piece of Munch, to express my feelings. 
The speech bubbles show the details of my school life.
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Yam Pik Ning   3A   2011-2012

For me, my school is a farmland. I grow up there and 
receive education there. After I have grown up, I go into 
society. What would I be when I am there?
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Cheng Yu Yee   4B   2011-2012

One of the characteristics of Heung Chung is that our 
school is full of ceibas which are represented by the white 
cotton-shaped patterns in the picture. 

Also, students in Heung Chung get along well with others. 
In the painting, students lie down and form a circle, which 
shows that students in Heung Chung get along well with 
others. 

Through my painting, I would l ike to express my 
impressions of Heung Chung. She is always warm and full of 
happiness.
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Au Sheung Hing   3E   2011-2012

The painting represents my ideal school life. In my ideal 
school, there is a large grassland. Students can sit on the 
grassland under the trees and relax in the beauti ful 
environment. We can enjoy reading and watching other 
students playing in the playground. I can enjoy learning in a 
comfortable atmosphere there.
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Ngu Xiao Hu Jennifer   3D 2011-2012

Most of my time in school, I spend staying in the school 
corridor, so I chose it as the main theme to represent my 
school. The girl wearing school uniform is me. She doesn't tie 
up her hair, which means that she feels very relaxed at school 
and she can show her talents without constraints.

The whole picture is full of different shades of blue. I think 
blue makes people happy and joyful, which is my feeling 
towards school. There are some symbols on the floor, which 
represents different subjects. We learn new things anytime and 
anywhere at school.
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Wong Tsoi Ying   3A   2011-2012

There are many flowers in the painting. The small flowers 
represent Heung Chung's schoolmates. They are in different 
colours as we have different talents. All of them are unique, 
special and excellent. There are three sunflowers, which are 
the future of the small flowers. One day, the small flowers will 
grow up and become as beautiful as the sunflowers. The 
grassland represents our school. I am one of the small flowers. 
I grow up with other small flowers and we overcome all the 
difficulties together. 
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Wong Hoi Yee   3D   2011-2012

The colorful background in this painting symbolises my 
school life which is full of happiness and sadness. Since most 
of the time is joyful, I used more warm colours. There are three 
photos in my painting. The first is the classroom of 3D where I 
study every day. It is full of my memories. The second one is 
about my best friend and I. We sit together and study together 
every day in school. The third one is about the school 
playground where I play sports. It is the most interesting and 
my favourite place in school. 
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The stairs are the main theme in the painting. I think 
secondary school acts like a set of stairs that pushes me up to 
a higher standard. The light colour gradually changes to a 
darker colour, which means that we will become more mature 
when we are promoted to university from secondary school. 
Green is used as the background colour, which means that life 
is a huge forest. We may face a lot of difficulties and 
challenges, but my school helps and teaches me how to 
overcome them. Therefore, the pink flowers are painted on the 
tree.

Wong Sze Wing   3E   2011-2012
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The painting depicts the backyard in my school. There are 
some yellow benches. I like sitting under the biggest tree there. 
With a breeze and bird's singing, I feel comfortable and enjoy 
myself. Therefore, I drew the backyard to show the relationship 
between the school and I.

Lau Yee Lam   3E   2011-2012
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The colourful circles on the top represent the teachers 
of different subjects. They are like a shining light, guiding 
us to the right path. The water drops symbolise the troubles 
and difficulties that I may encounter in my studies. The rich 
colours tell me that I've learnt a lot. If I work harder, I can 
reach the ideal place where I can see the beautiful flowers, 
listen to the birds sing, lie on the comfortable grass and 
look at the blue sky.

To Yi Lui   3A   2011-2012



Mulunda Priscilla Mary   3A   2011-2012

Many colours are used to paint the butterfly. It represents 
all the different kinds of things that happen in our school. They 
become a beautiful butterfly which flies towards the school 
badge and stops on it. The background is blue, which means 
the school can keep us away from the cold world.
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Through colours, we can express our thoughts 
precisely in a powerful way. It is far beyond the power of 
words. There are no restrictions and absolute ways for us 
to use colours. It also gives a huge space and freedom for  
the audiences to think and interpret the messages 
conveyed by the artists. Let’s express your ideas about 
the theme ‘ My School and I ‘ by yourself in terms of 
colours below:




